Studies in a modified auxiliary abdominal rat heart transplantation model: preservation with colloid-free University of Wisconsin solution.
Current clinical heart preservation is still limited to 6 hours. A suitable heart transplantation model to rapidly screen the effectiveness of new solutions is essential. This study examines a new screening test-a modification of the conventional abdominal rat heart transplantation model that overcomes its serious limitation of lack of quantitative evaluation of function. Rat hearts, with an externalized intraventricular balloon-tipped catheter, were transplanted immediately (controls) or flushed and stored in colloid-free University of Wisconsin solution in ice for 6, 9, or 12 hours before transplantation. One and 7 days later this catheter was connected to a pressure transducer and a calibrated syringe. Heart rate, maximum developed pressure, and maximum rate of left ventricular pressure rise were determined. Grafts were prepared for histologic study on day 7. All preserved hearts commenced beating within 2 minutes (controls beat within 20 seconds). On day 1 the heart rate and chamber stiffness (deltaP/deltat) were similar in all groups. The 9- and 12-hour-preserved hearts had significantly (p < 0.05) diminished developed pressure and contractility. On day 7 contractility and developed pressure improved in 9- and 12-hour-preserved grafts. There was extensive muscular atrophy and necrosis, with extensive cellular infiltrate in the 9- and 12-hour-preserved grafts; other grafts showed no damage. This quantitative model provides an ischemia-related gradation of function and greater discrimination than conventional methods. It has refuted previous studies suggesting effective preservation for 20 hours and demonstrated that functional testing is essential in evaluating preservation regimens.